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We respond to tile by Schiff on our 1984comment 

invited paper along three line,. first, 
 we clarify
points that appear to have been misunderstood. 
Second, we emphasize our disagreemnt with sev
end aspects of Schiff's position that find particilar 
currency within a small, but not negligible. portion
of' the donor comLmunity. Foreign assistance was 
equal to nearly two-thirds of gross domestic invest-
ment in the low income econonies of Sub-Sahaltan 
Atrica in 1984 and of gi oss134(' domestic invest-
ment for tileregion as a v-hole 'World Bank 1984,
1986): the opinions of donors matter in Afrtica. 
Third, we use the opportunitv to refocus ile debate 
on tilereal issue of steps to improve agricultural
investment in Africa. We l'el that a critical mass of 
national and donor agency policy makers have 
nmade this transition btt that ke as allacademic 
community have done relatively little in recent 
years to assist them. 

Points That Need Reemphasizing 

Of course, the power of tie larketplace must be 
used to ntobilie private resources for deveiopment 
purposes. The magnituode of the task involved in 
moving African agriculture surpasses the ability of 
national governrnens ind donur agencies alone i0 
provide the necessary resoirce. Certainly, gov-
-rnment,. in Af'rica have frequently pulrsued pricing
policies that have limited producer inCentives, and 
so dfnors and nadton:ls alike must press for change
in those policies. As we wvere at pains to point out in 
the original article. we see agricultural picing at 
international levels as perhaps a necessary, biut not 
a sufficient, condition f'or getting Af'rican agricul-
ture noving. itany event, the position of' virtually
all Africaa coutitri,.s as price takers in international 
trade makes it dilficult for then to purs]ic indepen-
dent pricing p( lici,:s, a'. the si d experience of the 
1970s showks. Finally. ve very Luch agree With the 
position (f our collca'ue 'YairMurdlak (as We did 
in tile1984 paper) that agricultural supply response 
to price occurs through capital accumulation in the 
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rural sector and that technological change is central 
to that process. 

Points oflDisagreement 

The last point indicates the fundamental problem 
we have %kithSchiff's analysis and, incidentally, his 
distance from Mundlak's position, whose notation 
he adopts to comment on our paper. Schiff (and he 
is not alone in this) defines agricultural incentives 
as "any policy affecting the price (or value added)
of' agriculture relative to nonagriculture... " In 
effect, the barter terms of'trade between agriculture
and nonagriculture is his yardstick of incentives. 
We prefer the income terms of trade that measure 
prices paid to nonagriullture against agricultural in
come. This implicitly takes into account unit costs 
of production in agriculture. What matters to the 
African smallholder is surely the implicit wage rate 
rather than tileunit return to a product independent
of farm productivity. 

Mundlak, in both the literature cited by Schiff
and more explicitly in a chapter of a forthcoming
IFPRI book on agricultural price policy, takes the 
position that the effectiveness of prices in promot
ing capital accumulation in agriculture is dep.ndent
on1a ,tream of research results (imp-oved technol
ogy-a k good in the comment's notation) being
availabl,. In cther words, while we very much 
agree zhat Output is likely to be responsive to pri
vate , ipital accumulation in agricu!ture (81nv/
8Ink I we,,are less optimistic for the current 
condition .I Sub-Saharan Africa about the respon
siveness of private capital accumulation to price 
increase., (FInk*i/,"np). 

Wher agricultural intfrastructure (roads, irriga
tion, research, extensir.-, level of farmer educa
tion, access to agricultural services, etc.) is as low 
as it i'. in most of Africa, the respansiveness per
unit of time of private capital formation to changes
in the internal terms of trade is likely to be very
,mall. A stream of -.uch k2 goods (or a stream of 
benefits from k2 investment) increases agricultural
incen!ives directly in each period by cutting unit
 
costs of production. Furthermore, in the early

stages of agricultural development, as in inluch of
 

Africa, it may have an equally important effect byspeeding tip tie responsiveness of private capital
allocation to new opportunities in agriculture. At
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the margin, a higher relative price for milk will in-
crease milk sales and investment in production but
will presumably do so more rapidly from areas 
linked to the consuming area by a road. 

Another reason for concern about the respon-
siveness of private capital accumulation to price
incentives in Africa, in comparison to Asia and 
Latin Amrica, is the relative absence of economic 
rent to land own,.rship outside the highest potential
cash crop zones and the more densely settled or 
large farn areas of eastern and southern Africa. In
much of West Africa in particular, easy availability
ofunfarmed but arabic land of roughly equal quality
to that being cultivated, combined witI1 low pur-
chased input use, leads to a marginal product of 
labor that isclose to the average product, which is 
already very low even !v Asian standards (Niellor
and Ranade). In such ciCumstances, labor shares 
in output are high and the marginal propensity to 
save out of increments to income for investment in 
agriculture is likely to be low without at major in-
crease in the average product of labor through unit 
cost-reducing innovations. Thus, without structural 
change, extra income is likely to go to increased 
consumption rather than rural investment, 

The particular importance of agricultural infra-
structure broadly defined in explaining differences 
in agricultural productivity across countries, and 
most particularly in the relatively poorer countries,
has been well-established; Antic gives a recent sur-
vey of the literature plus his own results in this 
regard. Furthermore. the role of infrastructure 
broadly defined in investment in Asian high-
yielding varieties is also well known (Mellor,
Mundlak 1985). Where the level of agricultural in-
frastr'uctur'. including human capital, is already
high, it is probable that the response to price incen-
tiv,-.will be much greater than where it is low. This 
is not an argument against price incentives, but 
prices alone are not it substitute for a broader pro-
growth agricultural incentives policy in Africa. 

Finally, we come to a fundamental disagreement
kith Schiff that is basic to understanding both de-

velopment processes and how policy is made. This 
concerns what is exogenous and endogenous.
Schiff, and many others involved in African policy
debates, appears to view the domestic terms of 
trade its an exogerous policy variable, with rural-
urban migration, strong urban lobbies and conse-
quent urban bias in budget allocations, weak rural 
lobbies, and foreign capital inflows (public and pri-
vate) to nonagriculture being the endogenous re-
sult. Price and trade regime policies that affect the 
internal terms of trade for agriculture are then seen 
its causes. not outcomes, of the policy environ-
ment. 

While we do not deny the importance of under-
standing the overall economic impact of trade re-
gime and price policy changes, we do feel that it is 
essential for policy analysis to understand the 
forces that produced specific outcomes in the first 
place. While price policy reforms may be an impor-
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tant part of an agricultural growth stratesy, solu
tions that go beyond one-shot policy changes im
posed through foreign assistance conditionality will 
need support from a broad coalition of interests. 
This necessarily involves strategies to reduc( unit 
costs of production through public-sector-le in
vestment in infrastructure, broadly defined. 

The Real Issue 

Given the view that aggregate agricultural output
resptonds sustainably to private capital accumula
tion in agriculture and that the latter is only mar
ginally affected by prices in areas where new tech
nologies, crop opportunities, or other innovatiunrs 
and facilities that raise agricultural productivity are 
absent, the real issue becomes how best to provide
the environment for capital accumulation by farm
ers. Put another way, which investments are 
needed to permit price policies to work, and how 
should they be sequenced? The answer is more art 
than science and will depend on specific circum
stances. Yet, it is possible to give some general

principles, spelled out more fully in Mello,, Del
gado, and lBlackie (chap. 33).


Uppermost isthe need for a set of priorities. Sev
eral phenomena have contributed to lack of priority

in Africa, despite the magnitude and urgency of key

tasks to be accomplished. First, the role of domes
tic institutions of research and learning in policy

research, analysis, and advice is especially weak.
 
With a few exceptions, African governments have
 
been sh' A,to encourage such a role from their own
 
academics. Instead, a number of disjointed, quick

policy papers by individuals and foreign consulting

organizations have played this role. Second, the
 
large number of foreign assistance organizations,

with differing viewpoints and objectives and with
 
an aggregate economic impact of major importance
 
on investment policy, have helped fragment efforts.
 
Third, the jockeying for influence of domestic lob
bies within major donor countries has led to incon
sistencies within individual donor policies. Fourth,
 
a natural concern with poverty, equity, and polit
ical stability within Africa has led in many cases to
 
public investment budgets trying to do all things for
 
all people with too few resources. The special

ur*!ency of priority setting in Africa arises from the
 
scarcity of trained people and institutional struc
tures. 

Priorities need to be set along commodity, re
gional. and functional lines. They should be kept as 
simple as possible. They should concentrate re
sources to ensure success in one area of concern 
before moving to the next. Most of all, because of 
the need to mobilize all available resources, public
investment (k2 goods) should be allocated so as to 
maximize the overall level of,;apital (k, + k2)avail
able to agriculture. Such an approach would, for 
example, discourage capital-intensive state farming 
yet encourage transportation infrastructure to open 
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high potential areas where market outlets are acon-
straint. Finally, tle overall objective of lowering 
per-unit costs to the large majority of producers, 
smallholder farmers, should be kept in mind. This is 
the only form of agricultural incentives policy that 
is compatible with both rural and urban interests in 
the short and long run. 

The need for a set of priorities raises the need for 
national institutions t3 monitor, evaluate, and ad-
vise on both pnorities and how to implement them. 
This requires skilled people to staff ti~ese institu-
tions and the capacity to collect data for their use. 
Finally, there is a need for rural political processes 
to keep agiicultural policy in the forefront of de-
bate, to help mobilize and al!ocate national and lo-
cal resources for agricultural development, and to 
provide legitimacy to decisions made. The latter 
stems from the recognition that price policies are 
outcomes from, as well as inputs to, the polic', pro-
cess. 

[Received August 1986; final revision receised 
October 1986.] 
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